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Analytic properties of three-body continuum Coulomb wave functions

C. R. Garibotti, G. Gasaneo,* and F. D. Colavecchia
Centro Atómico Bariloche and Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientı´ficas y Te´cnicas, 8400 San Carlos de Bariloche,

Rı́o Negro, Argentina
~Received 5 October 1999; published 19 July 2000!

We study the analytic properties of the functions known as C3 andF2, used in atomic collision theory for
the description of the three-body continuum state. We analyze the bound states for both models obtained by
analytic continuation in the case of ion-atom collision. The C3 wave function is an uncorrelated model
represented by the product of two-body Coulomb functions and the bound states are found for negative relative
energies of electron-target or electron-projectile pairs. On the other hand, theF2 model is based on a two-
variable hypergeometric function that correlates the electron motion relative to both the target and projectile.
We found that only decaying bound states are allowed and the atomic spectra becomes continuous. The bound
states of theF2 model have a complex energy due to the action of the projectile. Expressions for the wave
functions in the different thresholds are given and studied.

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa, 03.65.Nk, 34.10.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the structures of the velocity spectrum
electrons emitted in atomic collision processes has bee
matter of active research during the last three decades.
calculations of transition matrices is the main tool used
investigate the evolution of the particles systems. Calcula
of these matrices requires an accurate representation o
final state of the system, which is given by a continuu
three- or many-body wave function. Some structures of
spectra are linked to specific characteristics of the final ch
nel wave function. In ion-atom single ionization it is a we
known fact that the peaks observed on the emitted elec
cross sections, known as soft electrons~SE! and electron
capture to the continuum~ECC!, originate from divergences
in the normalization of the final channel continuum thre
body wave functions.@1#. Besides, the shape of those stru
tures are intimately related with characteristics of the wa
function. On the other hand, the theoretical interpretation
the occurrence of these cusps are visualized as a sm
continuation across the ionization limit of excitation or ca
ture into highly excited bound states@2#.

A standard requirement on the wave function are
‘‘correct’’ asymptotic conditions, when the three particl
are far away from each other (V0 region!. Some studies also
considered the limit of the continuum state when the rela
coordinate between two particles is small@3#. This spatial
region has been denoted asVa . However, we can say tha
two particles are ‘‘close’’ only when they are in a boun
state. In this sense it seems more physical to require tha
three-body continuum state goes to bound states when
two-body energy crosses the ionization threshold. This in
mation is displayed when the wave function is analytica
continued in the complex energy variable.

Here we discuss the analytic continuation of two partic
lar wave functions used in the calculation of transition m
trices for ion-atom collision processes. In Sec. II we revi
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the analytic continuation of the two Coulomb problem a
show how the bound state can be obtained from the c
tinuum states. Next, in Sec. III we obtain and study the a
lytic extension of the three-body wave functions known
C3 andF2 @4–6#. In Sec. IV we study the state density an
the functions in the thresholds. Finally the results are su
marized in Sec. V. Atomic units are used unless otherw
noted.

II. THE TWO-BODY COULOMB PROBLEM

The study of the analytical properties of the wave fun
tion in the two-body quantum collision theory is based on
theorem due to Poincare´ @7,8#. From the characteristics of th
Schrödinger radial wave equation, the asymptotic propert
of the solution and the Poincare´ theorem it is possible to
ensure the analyticity of the total wave function in a regi
of the complex planek, wherek represent the modulus of th
momentum of the particle. Since the wave function is
analytic function in the complexk plane, a complete study o
its behavior in the continuum and discrete spectra can
achieved@8#.

In the two-body Coulomb problem a complete analy
can be performed without reference to the Poincare´’s theo-
rem. In parabolic coordinates the general solution can
written in terms of confluent hypergeometric functions@9,10#

ck~r !5Ck,meikreimf@2 ik~r 1 k̂•r !# umu2

3@2 ik~r 2 k̂•r !# umu/2

31F1S 2 i
a

k
1

umu11

2
,11umu,2 ik~r 1 k̂•r ! D

31F1S 2 i
b

k
1

umu11

2
,11umu,2 ik~r 2 k̂•r ! D , ~1!

wherea1b52mZ1Z2 , m is the reduced mass of the tw
particles,Zi ( i 51,2) are their respective charges,m is the
magnetic number related to the azimuthal anglef, andk is
the relative momentum of the particles.

To obtainck(r ) given by Eq.~1!, we only request regu-
larity in r 50 and we have not imposed any asymptotic b
©2000 The American Physical Society10-1
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havior. Now, it is well known that1F1@b,c,x# is an analytic
function of the complex parametersb, c and the argumentx,
except whenc521,22, . . . .Using this general property o
the Kummer functions a complete analysis ofck(r ) in the
complexk plane is possible.

For positive real energy,k is real and Eq.~1! gives out-
going waves~plus sign! with the choice $a52 ik/2, m
50% and incoming waves~minus sign! when $b5 ik/2, m
50%. When an asymptotic unit flux is imposed the norm
ization factor is

Ck
65e2(p/2)(mZ1Z2 /k)GS 17 i

mZ1Z2

k D . ~2!

The resulting states are

ck
6~r !5e2(p/2)(mZ1Z2 /k)GS 16 i

mZ1Z2

k Deik•r

31F1S 7 i
mZ1Z2

k
,1,6 ik~r 7 k̂•r ! D . ~3!

For negative energies,k is imaginary, and for an atomic hy
drogen bound state with energyE52(m@Z1Z2#2/2n2), we
choose

k57 i
mZ1Z2

n
~4!

for outgoing and incoming waves, respectively, and Eq.~3!
becomes

cl ig
6 ~r !5Ck

6e(mZ1Z2 /n)r
1F1S 12n,1,2

mZ1Z2

n
~r 6 k̂•r ! D .

~5!

For particles with opposite sign chargesZ1 andZ2 and inte-
ger n51,2,3. . . , these are the wave functions for a tw
body Coulomb bound state, withn1>0, n250, andm50,
for the minus sign, andn2>0, n150, andm50, for the plus
sign @9,10#.

The analytically continued normalization factors

Ck
65e7 i (np/2)G~12n! ~6!

present a pole for every natural numbern. At the points of
the k-complex plane corresponding to bound states the n
malization constantsCk

6 has poles. When we consider th
choice

a52 ikF1

2
~ umu11!1n1G

and

b52 ikF1

2
~ umu11!1n2G , ~7!

Eq. ~1! gives the bound Coulomb wave function with par
bolic quantum numbers (n1 ,n2 ,m) such thatn11n21umu
115n @9#.

An infinite number of bound states exist for the Coulom
potential. Due to the long range of this potential there ex
02271
-

r-

ts

an accumulation of states below the threshold, asn→`. This
accumulation produces a zero-energy resonance in the
tering amplitude. The square modulus ofuCk

6u2 is given by

uCk
6u25

mZ1Z2

k

2p

12e22p(mZ1Z2 /k)
.

For k→0 the Kummer function tends to a smooth Bes
function of order zero, independent ofk. On the other hand
uCk

6u2 shows a 1/k divergence which is the responsibility o
the enhancement of the amplitudeuck

6(r )u2.
Therefore from the analytic properties of the1F1(b,c,x)

functions, we can analyze those of the continuum wave fu
tions. On the other hand, we see that the normalization
tor, closely related to the Jost function for this problem, h
all the information about the position of the bound states
the complex planek and how they accumulate in the thres
old region@11#.

III. THE THREE-BODY COULOMB PROBLEM

In this section we want to discuss some of the analyti
approximated solutions for the three-body Coulomb probl
used in atomic collision theory, in particular the C3 mod
that has been successfully used since 1980@4#, and theF2
model, that was recently introduced by the authors and
workers@5#.

The SE and the ECC cusps observed in the elec
double differential cross section~DDCS! in ion-atom colli-
sions are the consequence of zero-energy resonances
duced by the long-range attractive Coulomb interaction
tween pairs of particles. These resonances result from
accumulation of the bound states below the threshold
every one of the possible subclusters of the particles sys
@2#. Nowadays it is a well-known fact that the normalizatio
factors in the final wave functions for the attractive Coulom
interactions are responsible for these cusps. Meanwhile,
asymmetry and other characteristics of the peaks depen
the functional form of the wave function. In this way, we ca
see that information about the bound states, which are be
threshold for every one of the possible subclusters of
particles system, are contained in the three-body continu
wave functions. Here we will show how the bound sta
arise from the continuum states wave functions known as
andF2.

A. The C6 model

First we will discuss the C6 model, which is a genera
zation of the C3 model@12#. There, the wave function has a
the information about the dynamic of the three body Co
lomb system and is given by a separable function in pa
bolic coordinates:

CC65NC6e
ik23•r231 iK23•R23

3)
l 51

3

1F1F im i j a l

ki j
,1,2 ik i j j l G 1F1F im i j b l

ki j
,1,2 ik i j h l G

~8!
0-2
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where

j i5r jk1 k̂ jk•r jk and h i5r jk2 k̂ jk•r jk

with iÞ j Þk; i , j ,k51,2,3 anda l1b l52ZjZk , m i j is the
reduced mass of each pair of particles,k i j and r i j are the
relative momentum and relative position vector of every p
of particles,Ri j is the position vector from the center of ma
of the pair (i , j ) to particlel, K i j is the conjugate momentum
of Ri j , andNC6 is a normalization constant@12#. The vectors
can be expressed in terms of the Jacobi pair~for example,k23
andK23).

We should remember that the relative momenta are
stricted by the center-of-mass relations

1

m23
k235

1

m13
k131

1

m12
k12, ~9!

k135
m13

m3
k232

m13

n23
K23, ~10!

k125
m12

m2
k231

m12

n23
K23,

with n235@(m21m3)m1#/(m11m21m3).
The CC6 represent a system of three pairs of two-bo

Coulomb functions,l 51,2,3, correlated by kinematic rela
tions between the momentum and coordinate vectors and
valid for particles with any masses. We must choose
values of$a l ,b l% to fix the asymptotic behavior, which de
termines the normalization constant. TheCC6, or the sim-
plified version known as the C3 model, are valid as solutio
of the three-body Coulomb problem only in a region whe
the distances between the particles tends to infinity, i.e.,
V0 region @13#. However, they are used as wave functio
valid for all the region of the coordinate space, and g
relatively good results in different areas of the atomic co
sion physics, like ion-atom collisions, electron-atom co
sions, and double-photoionization processes@14–17#.

As in the two-body Coulomb problem, it is possible
study the analytic properties ofCC6. We will assume that
the particles 1 and 2 are heavy and have positive charges
the third is light and negative~e.g., two protons and on
electron!. The CC3 wave results from Eq.~8! choosing
b i50:

CC35NC3e
ik23•r231 iK23•R23

1F1@ ia23,1,2 ik23j1#

31F1@ ia13,1,2 ik13j2# 1F1@ ia12,1,2 ik12j3#

~11!

with a i j 5m i j (ZiZj /ki j ). That choice of the constantsb i
fixes the asymptotic behavior as incoming waves in theV0
region @3,18# and gives, for unit outgoing flux, the norma
ization constant

NC35@e2(p/2)a23G~12 ia23!#@e2(p/2)a13G~12 ia13!#

3@e2(p/2)a12G~12 ia12!#. ~12!
02271
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The energy of the system can be written as

E5
K23

2

2n23
1

k23
2

2m23
. ~13!

In the two-body problem there exist only one center to bu
bound states. In the three-body problem~TBP!, and for the
particular case under consideration, we can have the par
3 bound to the 1, or 2, or bound in both centers. To constr
a (2,3) bound state we must consider that the energy
pair « i5k23

2 /2m23 is negative, in particular for an hydroge
atom:

k235 i
m23Z2Z3

n
23

. ~14!

The correct expression for the total-energy requires a
K23, and we will keepk13 as a real number. Replacing E
~14! in Eq. ~11! results in

Cn1 ,k13 ,k12

C3 }eiK23•R23wn1

C3
1F1@ ia13,1,2 ik13j2#

31F1@ ia12,1,2 ik12j3# ~15!

with

wn1

C35e(m23Z2Z3 /n
23

)r 23
1F1F2n1,1,2

m23Z2Z3

n
23

j1G ~16!

wheren15n2321 andn2351,2,3 . . . . In Eq.~15! the par-
ticle’s pairs (1,2) and (1,3) are represented by two c
tinuum Coulomb wave functions. ForZ2 andZ3 with oppo-
site signs, the pair (2,3) bounded, with the parabolic a
magnetic numbers given byn1>0 andn25m50 @12#. As
we pointed out before, the bound states of the two-body C
lomb problems correspond to points into the complexk plane
that produce a divergence in the normalization constant
simple analysis of the poles ofNC3 @Eq. ~12!# shows that the
value given by Eq.~14! produces in the TBP a divergenc
similar to that present inCk

2 , Eq. ~2!.
A more general result can be obtained using the C6 w

function: with b25b350 only four variables are involved
@12#. With the same analytic extension as before we obta

Cn1 ,n2 ,K23

C6 }eiK23•R23wn1 ,n2 1F1@ ia12,1,2 ik12j3#

31F1@ ia13,1,2 ik13j2#, ~17!

wherewn1 ,n2
is given by

wn1 ,n2
5e(m23Z2Z3 /n

23
)r 23

1F1@2n1,1,2~m23Z2Z3 /n
23

!j1#

31F1F2n2,1,2
m23Z2Z3

n
23

h1G ~18!

and n11n2115n23. The functionwn1 ,n2
is the hydrogen-

atom wave function with parabolic quantum numbersn1,n2
and the magnetic number equal to zero. The continuum
wave function is correct in the asymptoticV0 region:
0-3
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r 23,R23→` (r 23/R23→1). In theV23 region, where particle
1 is far from the center of mass of the pair~2,3! (r 23/R23
→0) @3#, Eq. ~17! becomes

Cn1 ,n2 ,K23

C6 → e2p/2~a121a13!

G~12 ia12!G~12 ia13!

3eiK23•R23wn1 ,n2
e2 ia13ln k13j22 ia12lnk12j3. ~19!

Apart from the normalization constant and restricted
m50, Eq. ~19! shows the right asymptotic behavior know
as distorted eikonal initial bound-state used in ion-atom c
lision theory@17#. It is also possible to bound the pair~1,3!
obtaining similar expressions as that written for the~2,3!
pair. We conclude thatCn1 ,K23

C3 andCn1 ,n2 ,K23

C6 have the right

behavior in these asymptotic conditions.

B. The F2 model

As we said in the preceding section, the C3 wave funct
represents the TBP by a product of three pairs of two-b
Coulomb wave functions only correlated by kinematical
lations between coordinates and momenta vectors. TheF2
model was recently obtained for two particular cases:
light and two heavy particles@5# and two light and one heav
particles@19#.

In the first case, the state for the TBP, denoted asCF2, is
a product of confluent hypergeometric functions of tw
kinds: a degenerate Appell’s hypergeometric function tim
a Kummer function@20#. This two-variable Appell’s func-
tion was labeled by Horn@21# asF2(b,b8,c,x,y) and stud-
ied by Erdélyi @22,23#. The F2 model is a confluent hyper
geometric function which is an analytical function for all th
complex values of the parametersb, b8, c and argumentsx,
y; except whenc50,21,22, . . . .Then, using the analyti-
cal properties of the hypergeometric functions we can st
the analyticity of the approximated waveCF2. As above we
assume two positive (Z1 ,Z2) heavy particles and a negativ
light particle (2uZ3u).

The wave function is

CF25NF2
eik23•r231 iK23•R23

1F1~ ia12,1,2 ik12j3!

3F2~ ia23,ia13,1,2 ik23j1 ,2 ik13j2!, ~20!

and with the normalization constant

NF2
5@e2(p/2)(a231a13)G~12 ia232 ia13!#

3@e2(p/2)a12G~12 ia12!#

5N̄F2
@e2(p/2)a12G~12 ia12!#, ~21!

the incoming flux is one. TheF2 model sets a correlation
between the motion of the light particle relative to the hea
ones. This correlation is also incorporated in Eq.~21!.

For R23→` is j2→` ~avoiding the singular directions!
we have@5#
02271
l-

n
y
-

e
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y

y

F2~a,b,1,x,y!→ eip(b21)

G~b!
~x2y!2a~2y!a1b21ey

3F4S 12b,a,12a2b,
1

y2x
,
1

yD
1

eipb

G~12b!
y2bF5S a,b,12b,x,

1

yD
~22!

and

F5S a,b,12b,x,
1

yD→ 1F1~a,12b,x!,

F4S 12b,a,12a2b,
1

y2x
,
1

yD→11qS 1

yD . ~23!

Furtherj3→` gives

CF2→CeiK23•R23x23e
2 ia13lnk13j22 ia12lnk12j3 ~24!

wherew23 is given by

x235eik23( k̂23•r23)
1F1~ ia23,12 ia13,2 ik23j1!

5e2 ik23r 231F1~12 ia132 ia23,12 ia13,ik23j1! ~25!

andC represents a constant which includes the normaliza
NF2

.

The continuum-bound states given byCn1 ,K23

C3 or

Cn1 ,n2 ,K23

C6 @Eqs.~15! and ~17!# result whenCC3 or CC6 are

analytically continued to the complexk23 plane, and evalu-
ated, for negative energies, at the position of the bou
states.

Replacement of Eq.~14! on Eq.~25! gives

xn23

I 5e(m23Z2Z3 /n23)r 23

31F1S 12 ia132n23,12 ia13,2
m23Z2Z3

n23
j1D . ~26!

According to theF2 theory, this is the state of the~2,3!
subsystem, with negative energy and, when the particle
at infinity. Forj1→` the exponential divergence of the hy
pergeometric function overcomes the first factor. Therefor
does belong toL2 and cannot be considered a bound stat

From Eqs.~22! and ~23! we observe that exponential de
caying states are obtained for values ofk23 which lead to
poles in the normalization factor of theF2 function. Equa-
tion ~21! has a pole when

ia131 ia235n23

for each natural numbern23. This gives a relation betwee
k23, k13, andn23,
0-4
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k2352
1

m13Z1

k13m23Z2
1 i

n23

m23Z2Z3

~27!

from the kinematic equations, Eq.~10!, and definingv
5K23/n23 as a real number results in

a4k13
4 1a3k13

3 1a2k13
2 1a1k131a050, ~28!

where ai are complex coefficents depending onK23, n23,
charges, and masses. For proton-hydrogen forward scatt

a45n23
2 ,

a352in23,

a2522in23v2~n23v !2,

a152v~12 in23v !,

a05v2.

In this case, Eq.~28! has simple analytical solutions,

k135
1

2n23
@n23v7An23vA4i 1n23v#,

k135
1

2n23
@22i 2n23v6A~n23v !224#.

From Eq. ~27! we obtain the correspondingk23. Only the
last root leads to a boundedx23. This is a complex root as
shown in Fig. 1 as a parametric function ofv, for n2351, 2,
and 3. Forv→0 the root goes to22i /n23. As the velocityv
increases, it moves in thek23 complex plane, going to
2 i /n23 for v→`.

Replacing Eq.~27! in Eq. ~20! and using the relation

F2~a,b,g,x,y!5exF2~g2a2b,b,g,2x,y2x!,

we obtain

CF25NF2
e2 ik23r 231 iK23•R23

1F1~ ia12,1,2 ik12j3!

3F2~12n23,ia13,1,ik23j1 ,ik23j12 ik13j2!. ~29!

For R23→` is j2→` andCF2 takes the form as Eq.~24!.
But, nowx23 is replaced byxn23

C , which is given by

xn23

C 5e2 ik23r 23
1F1~12n23,12 ia13,ik23j1!. ~30!

For r 23→`, we havej1→` andxn23

C tends exponentially to

zero, which means that Eq.~30! is a bounded function
ThereforeCF2 is asymptotically aL2 function distorted by
two eikonal phases, for any real value ofK23.

In the limit v→`, k23→2 i /n23, we obtain a similar re-
sult to the C3 model and the wave functionxn23

C matches

with that given by Eq.~16!, which is the bound state for
hydrogen atom. Otherwise, whenv→0,k23→22i /n23, and
02271
ing

thexn23

C now presents the exponential decay as a bound s

with nuclear charge equal to 2.
From Eq.~13! we note that the energyE associated with

this wave function has a complex value

E5
K23

2

2n23
1«R~K23,n23!1 i« I~K23,n23!. ~31!

Therefore the function given by Eq.~30! is anL2 exponen-
tially decaying wave function even when it does not cor
spond to an eigenvalue of the bound electron-target sys
However, forK23→`, the imaginary part of this energy« I

goes to 0 and«R.21/2n23
2 ; meanwhile forK23→0, also

« I.0 and«R.22/n23
2 . In these cases the energy becom

real and negative.
Then, the analytical extension of theF2 function to

imaginary k23 is not a bounded state. Meanwhile for th
complex E values given by Eq.~31! it has an exponentia
decay. The poles on the normalization factor are respons
for cusps in the density of continuous states in the nea
negativeE axis.

The eigenvalue spectrum of the Hamiltonian for an is
lated atom is discrete for negative energies and continu
for the positive ones. When the projectile-electron Coulo
potential is introduced the spectra on the negative-ene
axis becomes continuous, with a high density of states n
the position of the unperturbated bound states. When
collision velocity is very large, the time of the interactio
between both systems is small and we can say that the
turbation is small. When the incident velocity tends to ze

FIG. 1. Trajectory of the poles ofNF2
as a function ofv in the

k23 complex plane for different values of the quantum numbern23.
0-5
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for an asymptotic electron, the hydrogen nucleus and
incident particle behave as a molecular system, which
sembles an united atom.

The situation is similar to the Stark effect. When a hyd
gen atom is placed in a electric field of constant fie
strength, all the bound eigenvalues that are originally d
crete and located on the negative real axis of the ene
degenerate into a continuous spectra@24#. The levels with
negative real energy become instantaneously dense pa
of continuous energy levels, as soon as the field is turned
As the field intensity increases the packets spread out. E
packet is associated with the presence of a complex pseu
igenvalue, which is a pole of the perturbed Green functi
in the negative and imaginary energy half-plane@25#. Appli-
cation of the perturbation theory gives the splitting and d
placement of the packet centers with the field intensity@26#.

TheF2 model for the three-body problem gives a simil
prediction. TheF2 wave function is the solution of a station
ary wave equation which includes the electron-target
electron-projectile potentials. Therefore the electron mot
is correlated with both centers, even at asymptotic distan

From another point of view, the projectile-electron inte
action could be considered as time dependent. In this c
the atomic state becomes time dependent and the imag
part of the energy in Eq.~31! represents the inverse of th
mean decaying time. The electron-projectile interaction
lows for the opening of other channels as electron emiss
or capture by the projectile.

In Fig. 2 we compare the unperturbate hydrogenic bou
statesuwn23

(j1)u2 with uxn23

C (j1)u2 for different values ofn23

andv. The distortion generated by the projectile produce
substantial change in the function that represents the bo
state and gives eigenstates (xn23

C ). We note that the nodes o

uxn23

C (j1)u2 becomes minima. Forv larger than 10 a.u. the

functions are very similar, but differ considerably for sm
v.

IV. THE UNITED ATOM LIMIT AND THE THRESHOLDS

When the distance between the ions and their relative
locity goes to zero the wave function must approach tha
an atom with added charge. In this case we havek235k13
5k, a23/Z25a13/Z15m3Z3 /k, and j15j2 for two heavy
ions and one electron. From the power series we obtain

F2~ ia23,ia13,1,2 ik23j1 ,2 ik13j2!

51F1„im3~Z11Z2!Z3 /k,1,2 ikj1….

The continuous stateF2 reduces correctly to that of th
united atom. Continuation to bound states follows as in
two-body case, and they are found in the imaginaryk axis. A
simple inspection shows that the C3 model does not sa
this limit.

In the previous sections we study the bound-continu
states obtained by the analytic extension of the continu
three-body eigenfunctions. We mention that the cusps~ECC
and SE! observed in the electronic spectra are conseque
of the accumulation of bound states forni j →` in every one
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of the centres. Then, there must be continuity of the wa
functions across the thresholds@27#. The wave function
which results forki j →0 should be the same that the obtain
for ni j →`. In the two-body Coulomb problem whenk tends
to zero the scattering wave functionck

6(r ) , Eq. ~3!, be-
comes

ck→0
2 ~r !5Csca

2 J0„A4Z1Z2~r 1 k̂"r !…. ~32!

J0(x) denotes the Bessel function of zeroth order. The c
tinuity across the threshold means that in the limitn→`, the
c l ig

2 (r ), Eq. ~5!, has the same expression asck
2(r ) @Eq.

~32!#. The eigenvalue of the energy becomes zero and,
the scattering wave function given by Eq.~32!, the Runge-
Lenz eigenvalue is the product of the charges of the inter
ing particles@2,27#.

It is possible to obtain an expression for the normalizat
~the density of states! of the continuum in terms of the den
sity of bound states. The continuation across the threshol
the scattering eigenfunction leads to a density of stater
which is proportional ton4,

FIG. 2. Square module of the asymptotic wave functions in
V1 region in the C3 andF2 models as a function ofj1. We have
chosen n2351,2,3,4 andn25m50. The solid line represents
uwn23

(j1)u2, while uxn23

C (j1)u2 is given by broken lines: the long
dashed line was obtained with a ratiov52 a.u., the short-dashe
line with v54 a.u., and the dash-dotted line withv510 a.u.
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r5
n4

Z1Z2m
~33!

rather thann5/(Z1Z2m) corresponding to general boun
states. This is a consequence of the elimination of st
which are accessible when the magnetic numberm is differ-
ent than zero.

A similar analysis could be done for the three-body pro
lem using the C3 andF2 models. The C3 model is repre
sented by three, kinematically uncorrelated, two-body C
lomb problems. The procedure which gives origin to t
approximation supposes the existence of six separation
stants associated with the Runge-Lenz vector of every
@6,12#. Therefore, using a similar procedure as for the tw
body Coulomb problem we can obtain information about
analytic properties ofCC3 in the threshold associated wit
each couple of particles.

The description that results using theF2 model is sub-
stantially different from that obtained using the C3~or C6!
model. The limit,k23→0 leadsCF2 to

Ck23→0
F2 5NF2

eiK23•R23
1F1~2 ia12,1,2 ik12j3!

3F3@2 ia13,1,2Z2Z3j1 ,2 ik13j2#, ~34!

where theF3 represents a confluent hypergeometric funct
in two variables@21#:

F3@b,g,x,y#5(
~b!r

~g!r 1pr ! p!
xryp, ~35!

where (b) r5G(b1r )/G(b). It is straighforward that Eq
~34! is also the limit of Eq.~29! for n23→`. Writing Eq.~34!
in terms of the Bessel and Kummer functions@22,23#,

Ck23→0
F2 5NF2

eiK23•R23
1F1~2 ia12,1,2 ik12j3!

3 (
m50

`
~2 ia13!m

m! ~m!m
@2 ik13j2#mJ2m~2AZ2Z3j1!

31F1~2 ia131m,112m,2 ik13j2!. ~36!

The termm50 in this equation equals that given byCC3

~except for the normalization constant!, but it is modified by
the following terms (mÞ0), which introduce the correlation

The asymmetry and other characteristics of SE and E
peaks depend on the spatial electron distribution given
both continuum and bound wave functions. The correlat
introduced by the terms included in Eq.~36! modifies in a
correct way the shape of these peaks. This has beeen s
in recent work, where theF2 model is applied to the ioniza
tion of hydrogen@19# and helium@16# by proton impact.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The Redmond condition is the usual requirement impo
to declare acceptable an approximate wave function, fo
three-body system with Coulomb interactions. This is a c
dition on the behavior in what was called theV0 region
where the three particles are asymptotically far one fr
other. The regions where two particles are near and the o
is far away was denotedVa . The wave functions in these
regions have been studied in Refs.@3,28#. However, the
meaning of ‘‘near’’ is unclear for two particles in a con
tinuum state. It seems more appropiate to apply that nam
a bound state, andVa should be the region where pairs o
the opposite charge particles are in a bound state and
third is in the continuum. In two-particle systems bou
states are derived by an analytical extension of continu
states to negative energies, or imaginary momentum.

The definition of an appropiate wave function requires
good behavior inV0 and in each allowedVa . The C3 is the
more usual wave functions used for evaluation of the ioni
tion cross sections at high energies. Recently the three-b
functionF2 has been introduced@5#, which improves the C3
approximation by correlating the electron-target a
electron-projectile relative motions. Both of these functio
satisfies the Redmond condition inV0 and here we have
considered theVa regions.

We have studied the analytical extension of the scatte
wave functions C3 andF2 to complex values of the relative
momentunki j , between a given attractive pair of particle
This can be done from the analytic properties of the cor
sponding hypergeometric functions. The C3 wave function
the product of three hypergeometric functions, each desc
ing the relative motion of a pair of particles, and bound sta
are found when the relative energy of the attractive pai
negative, as in the two-body problem. In theF2 model the
electron-ion motion is coupled to the motion of the other io
Bound states are found when theF2 is continued to complex
eigenenergies. This means that the continuedF2 is a meta-
stable state. This shows that, under the action of the pro
tile, the unperturbed atomic discrete spectra becomes
tinuous, as in the Stark effect. We also prove that theF2

function reduces to the correct wave function in the uni
atom limit. An expression for the thresholds waves is o
tained and analyzed. We note that, in these regions of
energy, the wave functions do not depend on the mome
which tends to zero, or the principal quantum number t
goes to infinity, but on the product of the charges that p
duce the bound state. In the C6 model this fact is related w
the conservation of the Runge-Lenz vector; the charges p
uct is the eigenvalue of a component of the vector.
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